PREFACE

This thesis deals with the aesthetic theory and the artistic creations of Sri Aurobindo.

Sri Aurobindo as a metaphysician and a mystic is known the world over. His integral philosophy has dealt extensively with the nature of Reality, the goal of man and the theory of evolution and has bridged the gulf between Matter and Spirit. All the same his achievement as a literary artist and aesthetcian is no less outstanding than his metaphysical output and spiritual accomplishment. His metaphysics has accorded to beauty its rightful place in the scheme of human evolution and in man's march towards perfection. Besides his literary creations, his observations on the nature of beauty and its place in life, scattered as they are all over his works, philosophical, literary, social and cultural, make a significant contribution to the philosophy of beauty. The aim of this thesis is to highlight Sri Aurobindo's aesthetics, in theory and in practice.

The thesis is divided into two parts each of which is further divided into chapters. Part One deals with Sri Aurobindo's conception of beauty, his poetics and critical concepts which have added new facets to literary criticism
in general. **Part Two** which examines his works for their artistic quality, purports to assess how far Sri Aurobindo's critical credos have been honoured by him in their observance, and how far they have been operative in his literary works. The study of the poems and other writings of Sri Aurobindo in this thesis is mainly illustrative, confined as it is to a few selected pieces representative of the various branches of literature.

This thesis is the result of the research work undertaken by me as a part-time research scholar at the Dr S. Radhakrishnan Institute for Advanced Study in Philosophy, University of Madras, from December 1977.

I am happy to record here my gratitude to my supervisor, Dr T.P. Ramachandran, Reader in the Dr S. Radhakrishnan Institute for Advanced Study in Philosophy, for the guidance he gave me in the preparation of this thesis. I am also grateful to Dr T. Prabhakar, Professor and Head of the Department of English in the University of Madras, who agreed to be my Joint Supervisor and gave me valuable suggestions.

I am beholden to Dr V.A. Devasenapathi, the former Director of the Institute, who, in appreciation of my desire to do interdisciplinary work in his Department, took me in
as a part-time research scholar.

I wish to thank the authorities of the D.G. Vaishnav College, Madras, for their kindness in permitting me to do part-time research work in the University while continuing to teach at college.

I am grateful to Dr R. Balasubramanian, the present Director of the Institute, who never failed to make kind enquiries about the progress of my work and to speak words of encouragement on every occasion we met.

I owe the choice of subject to my friend and ex-colleague, Professor G. Viswanathan. A casual suggestion thrown by Dr K.R. Srinivasa Iyengar one day when Professor Viswanathan and I called on him at his residence marked the genesis of the choice. My grateful thanks are due to both the learned Professors.
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